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a DNN is trained to fine-tune the weights 
which define the boundary of data clusters.
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Natural Language Processing (NLP0:42) 

Text generation
Text to voice conversion
Speech recognition 
Text understanding

…   …   …   …
Microsoft acquired Nuance

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D5VN56jQMWM


Voice to Text Conversion  
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Text to Voice Conversion
Con · ver · sion

44 Phonemes \ kən-ˈvər - zhən

Concatenation

AI clones your voice

https://cloud.google.com/text-to-speech
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VnFC-s2nOtI


NLP - Semantics 
Big Rig Carrying Fruit Crashes on 210 Freeway, 
Creates Jam

Ted Cruz Ends Cancún Trip After Taking Heat
Amid Texas Snowstorm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IIaYk2hIYKk


We need to book
our flight soon

We need to read 
this book soon

Should book
Would book
Could book
Shall book

Will book
…   …      

that book
my book

your book
a book

the book
…   . . .    

Verb Noun

Bi-gram

Context



The staff were not friendly, terrible really

Bi-gram

[ [The staff were not friendly, terrible really

”not friendly” “friendly terrible”



n-gram
a contiguous sequence of n items from a sample of text 

Unigram, n=1; Bigram, n=2; Trigram, n=3;     

How often have I said to you that you missed the point.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_mN90TYnlg


n-gram 
a contiguous sequence of n items from a sample of text 

Unigram, n=1;  Bigram, n=2;  Trigram, n=3; ……,    

How often have I said to you that you missed the point.  



n-gram 
a contiguous sequence of n items from a sample of text 

Unigram, n=1;  Bigram, n=2;  Trigram, n=3; ……,    

How often have I said to you that you missed the point.



n-gram 
a contiguous sequence of n items from a sample of text 

Unigram, n=1;  Bigram, n=2;  Trigram, n=3, …,    

How often have I said to you that you missed the point.

n = 4, 5, 6, …,



80: it was a 
71: one of the
65: I think that
59: out of the
55: that it was
……

Trigram  
9722: the
5036: in
4926: and
4525: to
4513: of
……

Unigram  
1158: of the
879: in the
521: it was
498: to the
463: it is
……

Bigram  
Learning from Williams Shakespeare 

Functional words 4, 5, …, n-gram



1. Thank you so much for your help.
2. I really appreciate your help.
3. Excuse me, do you know what time it is?
4. I really like my phone.
5. I really like your watch.

Bi-gram frequency

probability of “like” occurring after “really” ?

P(really-like) =2/3 P(really-appreciate) =1/3
Sentence prediction/generation



Markov Chain for Text Generator
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frequency represents a 
speaking habit & style

Google text generation

http://www.google.com/


output from Markov Text Generator based on Shakespeare n-gram

Speak, Prince of Troy, I bid thee bear my former lecture and advice, 
Shall you my master?

Jul, I shall unfold equal discourtesy to your own lover making cries to 
see Romans as cheap as lies, he sold the blood is fet from fathers of 
the sea, Where it fits my blood speaks to them and fetch shall echoes 
from the field.

Believe me, sir, nor are we that sell by gross, the Lord Pandarus.

Will you not content?

Semantic Text Generators available



Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT-3)
a language model that uses deep learning to generate 
human-like text.   6/11/20 beta release by OpenAI

Input
GPT-3
(DNN)

Recite the first law 
of robotics

A robot must obey
human being

Output

Capabilities:  articles, financial report, summary, essay, poetry, song, 
conversation, commentary, graph, website, code, apps … 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8V20HkoiNtc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqbB07n_uQ4


Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT-3)

Eat      X

Input

a

robot

must

Output (label)

Obey  ✓
calculate error,
re-tune weights

GPT-3 
Demo 8:50, 20:35

300B tokens/words
$5 M

GPT-3
175B random weights

Untrained

GPT-3
2ppropriate weights

Trained

It is being fine tuned 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8V20HkoiNtc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8V20HkoiNtc


AI Contact Center 
(V2V, in Banking, Retail) ) 

AI Chatbot (T2T) 

NLP Applications

Citigroup CEO Predicts A.I. Will Replace Tens of 
Thousands of U.S. Call Center Jobs Fortune, 2/19/2019

WT2 translator

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xu0OKD3UL_k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acnhDnp9sLw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oMAnsRECYyo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDZc_UW7uNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acnhDnp9sLw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MaSB4StxTrs


Senior Care Companion
Elli-Q Rudy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QfJU54nw5BU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDmMBS7Mrp8


Words’ Digitization for NLP

Representation of relationship
breakfast is similar to lunch, dinner, supper, …
city is similar to town, borough, municipality,…

Word2vec: convert word to vector
cat   [-0.34, -0.08,  0.02, -0.18,  0.22, ...] 
dog   [-0.27,  0.40,  0.00, -0.65, -0.15, ...] 
Chair [-0.12, -0.25,  0.29, -0.09,  0.40, ...]

Hello
[x1 , x2 , ... , xn ] 



Context Representation
Quantify the similarity between words 

Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Book, Novel, Memoir
Supper Essay



context representation
Quantify the similarity between words 

With a fixed-rate mortgage, the borrower pays the same 
interest rate for the life of the loan. 

Focus word: mortgage
Context words:

"You shall know a word by the company it keeps”  J. R. Firth, 1957 

A mortgage rate is determined by the current market.

determined,the (5), rate (3), 
by, current, market, ……

a (2), is, 



we eat everydaybreakfast 
lunch
dinner

book
novel
memoir

Quantify similarity between words for computer?



Co-occurrence of Words
context

focus
Aaron … interest … rate … zebra

Aaron 0 34 3 0 2 345 1

…

Mortgage 1 0 3434 121 2262 3 2

…

market 2 1452 2324 1332 432 0 3

….

zebra 1 2321 3 232 4 41 0

Frequency distribution
100 billion words



breakfast

book

novel

lunch

dinner
memoir

similar words are closer 



0.63518Distance (book, breakfast) =

Distance (book, novel) = 0.34366

Distance (lunch, breakfast) = 0.20063

Word1: [-0.34, -0.08,  0.02, -0.18, 0.22, ...] 
Word2: [-0.27,  0.40,  0.00, -0.65,-0.15, ...] 



10 closest words to “city” are: 

cities, town, township, village, borough, 
residents, area, metropolitan, population.

10 closest words to “ book” are: 

books, essay, memoir, essays, novel, anthology, 
blurb, autobiography, audiobook.



=
king – man

+
man

king

king - man

woman

queen



+
France-Paris

=
Paris

France

France-Paris

London

England



+
Japan-Raman

=
Raman

Japan

Japan-Raman

Burrito

America

?



Vector Space of Words

http://vectors.nlpl.eu/explore/embeddings/en/calculator/


Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT-3)

Eat      X

Input

a

robot

must

Output (label)

Obey  ✓
calculate error,
adjust weights

GPT-3 
Demo 8:50, 20:35

300B tokens/words
$5 M

GPT-3
175B Randomweights

Untrained

GPT-3
Appropriate weights

Trained

It is being fine tuned 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8V20HkoiNtc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8V20HkoiNtc


AI in Journalism

First article by AI Quakebot was 
published  by LA Times on May 
17, 2014.

How is AI used in journalism ?

During Rio Olympics in 2016, 
an AI-bot wrote 450 news 
stories right after each event. 

First AI TV anchor debuts on
Nov. 11, 2018.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOL6rgxF9Yg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=auSNAzKGzdg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TVzZaBcpsoM
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